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UNIVERZITA KARLOVA, FILOZOFICKA FAKULTA, ÜSTAV ANGLOFONNICH
LITERATUR A KULTUR
I do apologize beforehand for presenting this report in English

of choice for this native speaker of

-

it is the lingua franca
German, allowing me to express clearly my

assessment of this thesis.

This impressive thesis provides a close reading

of

Forced Entertainment's1

productions from the beginning of the 2000s, focusing on 11 productions, six devised
performances and five durational projects. One of the many impressive achievements
of the dissertation is that it provides the first sustained and comprehensive study of the
formative 'mature' years of Britain's most influential live art theatre group. What it tries
to do is to read "contemporary performances through philosophy, particularly that of
Deleuze and Guattarl" (27). This 'reading through' suggests that FE and Deleuze are
following an analogous trajectory - Deleuze in philosophy and FE in theatre.

Apart from Tim Etchell's prose and John Glendinning's photography for FE, the study
investigates six devised productions, namely Bloody Mess (2004), Spectacular(2008),

1

Subsequently abbreviated FE in this report.
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Void Story (2009), The Thrill of it AII (2010), The Coming Storm (2013) and The Last
Adventures (2013). Chapter 5 focuses on the five durational projects from their third
decade: Speak Bitterness (1994, performed 2014), Quizoola!(1996, performed 2013),
And on the Thousandth Night (created in 2000, performed 2013), Complete Works

(2015) and From the Dark (2016). Fourteen pages of bibliography testify to the
academic diligence of the author in covering the existing research on FE, which is
hardly substantial and, interestingly, frequently produced by authors themselves at
least tangentially involved in the company and their work.

Based a concise and shorl overview of existing literature, and especially Laura Cull's
related Deleuzian reading of contemporary performance, the thesis lays out the key
features of FE's aesthetics and dramaturgy. "interruptions, non-linearity, catalogues,
interest in phenomena such as silence, failure, blankness, testing the borders of
language and the endurance of the audience/reader" (11). Suk subsequenfly distils
these traits into a succinct set of markers for his idea of "immanent" performance and

its "virtual proximity" (16). (1) open structures, (2) non-matrixed acting, (3)

acknowledging the presence of the audience, (4) a ludic approach
however, should not be repeated almost verbatim on page 25.)2

(16)

(This

The study is underpinned by an interrogation of how performance relates to life and
this is highly contentious and almost impossible as the methodologically disastrous
foundational concept of 'life' is even more elusive and slippery than some of the
Deleuzian concepts invoked and discussed to deal with it (see 53154). Occasionally
this grand scale impairs the specificity and validity of the argument as in the
suggestion that Deleuze and Guattari are applicable to FE because they are
applicable to life and theatre is the life, here and now (203, see also the sweeping final
paragraph, 40). lf you follow this logic, Deleuze and Guattari are also applicable to the
coffee mug next to me, here and now. Similarly, a statement such as "each reading of
the book is its own performance" (97) seems banal as this claim, if pertaining to the
reading process, is true of every reading process. Some terminological indefiniteness
is thus inevitable as it is invited both by the grand scale of the project and by its
theoretical approaches. Suk's keywords are religious and thus in direct opposition to
rationalist standards of scientific analysis - the presence and community of live
theatre (from Peggy Phelan, 14), the idea of transformation (from Fischer-Lichte,
15116), communitas (from Alan Read, 19) and the Deleuzian idea of immanence,
which is subjected to an intense reading in chapter 2. Precisely this idea of
immanence seems to preclude cool, rational analysis from the outside, as it were, as
all the keywords suggest that meaning-making resides in the (quasi-) religious
experience of a subject through co-presence, transubstantiation, sharing and
community etc. Suk's thesis thus invites controversy as it must inevitably share the

2

There are further duplicates such as the Baraniecka argument quoted on 33 and 64
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non-matrixed openness and transformative fluidity that is the cornerstone of Deleuzian
thinking, transcending the borderlines of rationalism and suggesting that chaos cannot
be fought by rationalist analysis, but by a crucially aesthetic, performative immanence
that emerges from bodily or imaginary presence (see 199f.). In his conclusion, Suk
makes this idea of immanence in his own writing explicit: "Like the project of Goulish,
my writing process is also organic, fragile, equally navigating on the verge of possible
failure. Therein I locate the transformative potential of its poetics" (201).

The dissertation, however, ultimately finds

a

balance between grasping and
elucidating the Deleuzian concepts and doing service to their metaphoric mysticism.
Suk covers the whole range of Deleuzian keywords (rhizome, deterritorialization,
haecceity (thisness), becoming) and he shows how these terms can be applied to

theatre in general - and how FE's work directly speaks to these concepts. For Suk,
the Deleuzian immanence works as "a methodological tool in the mapping of the
transformative area between the stage and the auditorium" (199). His exposition of the
trademarks of performance (as opposed to conventional theatre) along lines
suggested by Alan Read and Sara Jane Bailes is useful in clarifying boundaries
(26127) although the trenchant notion of the post-dramatic by Hans-Thies Lehmann is
rejected. In general, Suk is critical of binary logics he finds in Lehmann (dramatic/postdramatic) as well as Read - whereas he implicitly shows that these binaries can be
heuristically useful. Suk (28129) prefers the Deleuzian term deterritorialization (lucidly
translated as "a movement producing change" by Suk, 50, instead of, for instance
real/fictitious) to make sense of the presentness and provisionality of FE's
performance. He calls their performance "process-based" and focuses on various
undecidabilities or liminalities (real performer vs fictional role, real flaws vs. planned
imperfection etc.). Michael Kirby's term "non-matrixed" as used by Jan Suk is ideally
suited to clarify the agency of FE performers (31). The effects of a FE performance are
the result of "quasi-realistic quotidian acting", "non-linear openness", "the interplay
between the real and fictitious and their creative theme assemblages" (38).
Chapter 2 offers a concise introduction to Deleuze's work, highlighting its fluidity,
fragmentariness and randomness (44tf .) with sources in Bergson and Kant. Here, Suk
focuses on the isotopy of Deleuzian thought, theatre, and the performance art of FE:
"Like immanence, theatre is also a coexisting system of relations of multiple organic
qualities" (57); "The self-discovery through philosophy is akin to theatrical witnessing."
(120). Following Read, theatre is seen as theory in practice, i.e. "life" (59). Becoming
and failure are underpinned with examples from the modernist and postmodernist
avant-gardes and concomitant art discourses (Sontag/Kaprow, further live and body
artists such as Franko B, Bobby Baker, the durational art of Tehching Hsieh etc., 60ff.;
it would be interesting to hear Suk expand not only on Chris Burden's body art, but
also on Vito Acconci's seedbed). Here, Suk shows that he is well-versed in
contemporary live art beyond his focus on the work of Forced Entertainment.
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The next chapter proceeds to apply Deleuzian thought to Tim Etchell's prose texts.
Suk also invokes Genette's textual taxonomies and speech-act theory, together with
the Deleuzian idea of "desiring-machines", to argue for the performativity of Etchells's
texts (Blff.), occasionally quoting Deleuze's own metaphors, "like the wind".(104).
Failure (e.9., 135) and ludism (mishearing, mistaking, mis-seeing, misinterpreting,
ibid.) are described as cornerstones of FE's aesthetic. To this reviewer at least, an
analysis of FE that invokes narratology (in particular, first-person narration) or
reception aesthetics would have been a more profitable choice of theoretical design as
the interactions between Deleuze and FE seem rather circular at times. In later
chapters, other crucial contexts for FE emerge - Guy Debord's spectacularism (140),
Marvin Carlson's ghosting (160; 188 - the invocation of Carlson becomes rather
repetitive in the course of the thesis).

When Suk argues

in his conclusion that an "immanent theatre

through

its

imperfectness, ruptures in the story, creates a space for creative production of
meanings" (203, this is a repetition of 190 - these repetitions should be emended
before publication) this invites analogies to the Constance School approach to literary
works, focusing on the function of lacunae as triggers of activating readers. Similarities
are also visible in the methodological approach, as Suk also focuses on implicit
readings of performances to make points about the performer-audience relationship.
The thesis accurately pinpoints the oscillation between fictional make-belief and the
performer reality of live art as the trademark of FE (123).
ln the main part of the thesis (chapters 4 and 5), Suk analyzes a set of key shows,
pointing out differences, trajectories and departures, naming inspirations and
connecting the performances to his theoretical framework. These parts are mostly
elegantly phrased and expose the degree of engagement that went into the text.
Analogies between Voltaire's Candide and Void Story, for instance, are made amply
clear.

Chapter 5 focuses on the durational performance, based on the argument that
duration is a crucial dividing line in FE's work This part is pre-fixed by a return to the
anti-hermeneutic, joyfully productive machine figuration in Deleuze (167) as well as
Peggy Phelan on spectatorship and Jonathan Kalb on Marathon Theatre. Suk very
convincingly points out the "we" effects in durational theatre and the pivotal role of
Speak Bitterness (1994) in this respect (175). He sees the cancelling out of narrative
beginnings in And on the Thousandth Night as an example of rhizomatic structures
according to Deleuze (184) and draws parallels to the work of Tim Crouch (1BB). lt
would be good to know if Crouch's work has demonstrably inspired FE (and vice
versa). These final chapters on the most recent performances (table top Shakespeare
and From the Dark) veer towards the merely descriptive.
There are a few grammatical errors that need attending to (above all in the initial
chapters) in a thesis that works perfectly on its own terms. I suggest the defence might
focus on some of the 'transcendental' blind spots left by the thesis. As Tim Etchells
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has pointed out, on being awarded the lbsen ptize, humour is the one quality that
binds FE's shows together - but there is very little to be gleaned from the thesis on
how this humour (mainly incongruity humour) works. As the lbsen prize is also not
mentioned by the thesis, another part of the defence might focus on the very specific
trans-European reception of FE and the skeletal, outward aspect of their career as a
unique and increasingly influential phenomenon in 1980s theatrical culture. We might
also want to debate the role of the English language as pivotal to the transnational
appeal of FE or sort influences from other artistic realms (literature, film, comics) and
contrast FE to the less adventurous theatre that makes up the standard theatrical fare
on the British lsles.3 Some of these aspects are discussed in the performance
analyses of the main body in the thesis (e.9. film in Void Story 144; but sometimeS
they seem not to speak properly to the theoretical apparatus inspired by Deleuze).
How would the author respond to the claim that the multimodality and media hybridity
in FE's pedormance implicitly contradicts the Peggy Phelan-inspired argument put
forward in the thesis that focuses on the unique stage co-presence? What does, in
general, the metatheatricality contribute to FE's impact and how does that compare to
other metatheatrical strategies (Wooster Group, She She Pop, Rimini Protokoll,
Bryony Kimmings, You Me Bum Bum Train and other'immersive'theatre etc.) Some
phrasings, such as Suk's idea of "sonic costumes" (147), Heathfield's "pedestrian
sublime" (153) or the general idea that FE is oxymoronic, paradoxical or ironic seem to
beg further comment. The idea of myth, or the aesthetics of fragmentariness, remix
and sampling, apparently foundational for FE, might also be discussed. The author
should be able to explain what his Deleuzian reading contributes to the understanding
of FE (beyond expressing similar ideas) and provide reasons for the decision not to
focus, using the methodological toolkit of narratology, on the linguistic modes or
crucial narration processes, particularly in shows such as And on the Thousandth
Night, Speak Bitterness or Quizoola! The recent live streams invite the thesis to take
the participatory ideologies that have emerged with digital culture (via e.g. Jacques
Ranciöre or Henry Jenkins) more seriously: How exactly are FE using the audience
contributions and how does that compare to other cultural collaboration in digital
spaces?

On a personal note, I would like to add that all the traits outlined by Suk for an
amateurish, low-fi performance were implicitly observed by a pedormance I devised
for the theatre group "Desperate Thespians" at a CDE conference in Attendorn 2007.
Having read this thesis, I now know what I was doing then, to what extent we were
inspired by FE (and why we chose the group's name, suggestive of the theme of
failure). Let me also add, however, the problems associated with passing external or,

See, most recently, Sir David Hare's criticism of European 'theatre-making':
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2017ljanl29ldavid-hare-classic-british-drama-infected-radical-

3

european-staging
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in the parlance of the thesis, transcendent, judgment on a thesis that focuses so
intensely on aesthetic immanence, which occasionally and particularly in the chapter
focusing on Deleuze, may be read as obscurantism. After all, this report calls for
binary judgments of right and wrong (or pass or fail) that are precluded (and, at times,
ridiculed?) by Deleuzian philosophy (55). lt is a forte of this thesis that while being
overall both intellectually complex and stylistically elegant, the critical issues are set
out comprehensively and clearly, the key points are elegantly and energetically argued
- particularly in the chapters addressing FE. For all its occasional idiosyncrasies, the

a

varied and complex version of Deleuzeian
'Deleuzoguattarian' thought is argued with verve on the basis of a nuanced

claim that FE provides

and
and

informed exposition of FE's theatrical praxis and Deleuzian thought.

Occasionally, quotes remain isolated from the line of argument (e.g. as a motto),
making it difficult to follow the train of thought (e.9. 89). Some stylistic or grammatical
errors and shortcomings (marked in yellow in my copy of the dissertation) ought to be
addressed prior to publication and this should, in my view, be made mandatory by the
committee. Missing and awkward articles should be looked at in particular, although
the preference for zero or indefinite articles (even in the title) might be deliberate. I
also noted some misspelt names (83: "Broisch", 125: "Robert Hans Jauss"). The font
size varies (1a9). There is no character in King Lear who is called Osmund apparently the reference is to Edmund (191).

All in all, the thesis is a highly iinpressive achievement and clearly meets the standard
requirements of a doctoral thesis. lt should provide new impetus to the philosophical
study of theatre and performance along the lines suggested by Cull and marks a
crucial step in the academic engagement with Forced Entertainrnent. The author
admirably demonstrates that he is well-versed in Deleuzian philosophy, has a clear
grasp and ample experience of Forced Entertainment, and, finally, the ability'to
contextualize FE's work within the various strands of post-dramatic performance.
Discussions of the plays are both exhaustive and generally lucid, and should
contribute to the recognition of the aesthetic paradigms under consideration.
wholeheartedly recommend the thesis for public defence.
I

Proposed grading: PASS
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